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TEASER OPEN

OVER WHITE

Boots CLACK against pavement --

A baby whimpers --

Then the unmistakable RAT-A-TAT-TAT of high-caliber machine
gun fire --

HALTER (V.O.)
Damnit...I'm not losing another baby!

SMASH IN:

EXT. SARATOV, RUSSIA - NIGHT

Two men dressed in black dart through the quaint village of
Saratov.  One of them is MARSHALL (40's, ruggedly handsome).
He returns fire at the RUSSIAN GUARDS in pursuit of him and
his partner HALTER (40s, ruggedly handsome).

Halter cradles the cutest baby you ever saw as he SPRAYS
BULLETS at their pursuers over his shoulder.

HALTER *
(whispers)

Shhh...it's okay...
(BANG BANG BANG)

Who's a wittle stinker?  You're a
wittle stinker, aren't you?

MARSHALL
Did he poop --

HALTER *
If he did, would you blame him? *

The baby GIGGLES as Halter tosses a grenade at the Guards -- 

BLAM!

We're now down to one pursuer as the other is launched high
into the air by the blast.  His chest is skewered by a fence
post when he lands.

GUARD
(weakly, blood gurgling)

...little vladimir...



2.

Meanwhile, Marshall and Halter have reached a clearing at
the edge of town, where a chopper WHIRS TO LIFE, bending the
trees.  At the same time, a police van SCREECHES around the
corner, boxing the two Americans in.

MARSHALL
We're trapped.

Halter looks at Little Vladimir.  A beat.  Then, with every
ounce of resolve in his body:

HALTER *
I already told you: I'm not losing
another baby.  Not today.  Not this
child.

*
*
*

Suddenly, defying all logic, Halter tosses Little Vladimir
high into the air!

SLOW MOTION:

-- As the baby rises, Halter launches himself toward the van
in a death-roll maneuver.

-- The Policemen in the van shoot wildly at Halter, but miss.

-- Somehow, Halter is able to expertly fire his weapon with
pinpoint accuracy as he tumbles toward the men.

-- Little Vladimir is now in his descent.  Below him, bullets
whiz by...

-- Marshall wastes the other guard who was pursing them on
foot, then turns to see the baby no more than five feet above
the ground...

-- Halter fires a last bullet between the eyes of the van's
driver...

-- Just in the nick of time, Halter slides under the baby,
catching him with the softest hands this side of a, well,
baby's butt (chance for moisturizer tie-in here?  Maybe Dove?)

BACK TO NORMAL ACTION

Halter stares down at the baby, dead bodies all around them. 
Marshall arrives.

MARSHALL
You're one crazy S.O.B., Halter.
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HALTER
If you mean "Sweet On Babies," then
yes, yes I am.

A single, happy tear winds its way down Halter's cheek, then
drips onto the baby's forehead.  It prompts a giggle.

HALTER
Now let's get this adorable infant
the hell out of here.

TITLE SEQUENCE

American military personnel chase terrorists across the Yemeni
countryside...

CLINT EASTWOOD (V.O.) *
In 2004, a pair of elite soldiers
were thrown out of the American
Special Forces when they blew a covert
mission in Yemen...in order to save
a baby from drowning in a river.

Now we see Halter and Marshall swimming in a nearby river --
abandoning their unit -- to save a drowning baby.  The mother
watches helplessly from the bank...

CLINT EASTWOOD (V.O.) *
Disgraced, but determined, these men
found a new mission...

Halter and Marshall turn the baby over to the grateful Yemeni
mother.  We can see the pride in Halter's eyes.

CLINT EASTWOOD (V.O.) *
To go wherever babies cry...

Halter dives out a plane with a baby in his arms...

CLINT EASTWOOD (V.O.) *
Wherever toddlers are kidnapped...

Marshall snaps an ASIAN MAN's neck, then looks down at a
nearby kid, winks...

CLINT EASTWOOD (V.O.) *
If you have an open adoption, and
the parents have taken their baby
back to a foreign land...
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Halter and Marshall fly a prop plane over a Mexican druglord's
estate, mowing down the bad guys...

CLINT EASTWOOD (V.O.) *
And if you have nowhere else to
turn...these men can help.  They are
your last hope.

FREEZE FRAME on Halter wearing a baby "backpack," making it
possible to shoot AK-47's with both hands.  Marshall runs
next to him, guns blazing, with a 4-year-old on his shoulders --

CLINT EASTWOOD *
They are...Adoption Force.

End title sequence.
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